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The listening context strongly 
influence the listening preferences [1] 

The Question: Would considering the user when auto-tagging tracks with 
“contextual” tags improve the performance?
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Contextual tags      Tags that describe the listening situation of the users 
(e.g. location, activity, time).

Auto-tagging model 
[2,3]
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Contextual + Non-contextual tags

BUT contextual tags could depend on the user as well 
as the audio!

Proposed approach 

1. Collect a dataset of tracks tagged with different contexts by different users.

2. Train two auto-taggers, one using only audio and one using audio+user information.

3. Evaluate the two model using different user-focused evaluation protocols. 
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How to collect the dataset? 

“Through the user-created playlists”
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Proposed model
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Evaluation Scenarios
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We need to compare the multi-label audio model to the single-label user model. 
Hence, we convert the audio model output using different scenarios to compare.

Traditional 
audio-based 
evaluation 

(ignores user)

Real-world 
use case:

same 
predictions for 

any track 
regardless of the 

user

Restricted case for 
fair comparison 

with the 
user-based model 

(hypothetical 
scenario) 

User-satisfaction evaluation

We also propose a user-satisfaction protocol to evaluate on each user independently

We define it as: 
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Evaluation Metric User’s Groundtruth matrix User’s Predictions matrix

Present tracks for user u

Present contexts for user u

Evaluation results
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MO-MG MO-SG

SO-SG User+Audio

Evaluation results
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Conclusion: We do need to consider the users in contextual auto-tagging

User-satisfaction evaluation
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